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1. Introduction of AGMCP

Africa Graduate Mentorship and Coaching Programme (AGMCP): mentor-mentee

network facilitated by the Interconnections for Making Africa Great Empowered

and Sustainable (IMAGES) Initiative.

AGMCP is actually across all parts of Africa, with applications coming from across

all regions of Central, East, North, South, and Western Africa. This clearly shows

that the impact of the program is being felt to the last dot.

Program is designed for mentoring and coaching Masters, PhD, and Post-

doctorate fellows in the areas of research and professional development
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2. Experiences, activities, and outputs

 Fellow of cohort 2023, I participate for a number of webinars and training

organized to improve our skills in research and professionally.

 Training and webinars

 Food systems in Africa

 African Food Systems and the Comprehensive African Agricultural Development

Programme (CAADP)

 Short course on Resilience Index and Measurement Analysis (RIMA) delivered by

FAO.

 Practical applications of Shinny to measure food insecurity was so captivating.
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2. Experiences, activities, and outputs

 Fellow of cohort 2023, I participate for a number of webinars and training

organized to improve our skills in research and professionally.

 Training and webinars

 Writing for media training was also a very fundamental knowledge added on how the

scholars can easily translate their research into easily comprehensive-able output by

the non-academic public audience

 Grand proposal writing and research

 The application of GIS in today’s research. This incorporated the use of FAST

MAPPING TOOL incorporated (https://fast-mapping.org/ )
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2. Experiences, activities, and outputs

Oral Presentation at the 4th circularity Africa Week 
2023 Abstract submitted to the 4th circularity Africa Week 2023 

and publised in the book of Abstract of the conference
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2. Experiences, activities, and outputs

Participation to AGMCP monthly webinar 



For my professional and academic career, so far the AGMCP opportunity

1. Improve my scientific reports/papers writing

2. Improve my presentation skill

3. Networking and collaboration
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3.0 Major Contributions of AGMCP opportunity
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1. Allow or organize oral presentations with the mentees in the topic of their

choice during the webinars so that they can improve their presentation and

criticism skills.

2. Create a consortium of mentees from different countries and according to

their field of study develop at least one systematic review, and propose a

draft proposal that they can submit for research funding.
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5. Suggestions for the AGMCP Management Team 



3. Enable mentees and mentors to present opportunities for collaboration at their

university or institution (laboratory analyses, fieldwork, internal conferences/

webinar at the institution level ), so that we can better collaborate

4. Create a group of mentees based on their experience so that they can share

with their fellow mentees the use of certain academic software (R, Stata, SPSS,

Minitab, Qgiz, ArcGiz, ....).
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5. Suggestions for the AGMCP Management Team 



Thanks for IMAGES for this 

opportunity
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